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___ ____ What’s New in Reading_______
ALMA E. RASMUSSEN, C.P.A., Chicago, Illinois
Accounting Systems — Design and Installation 
—by J. Brooks Heckert, C.P.A.
Publisher—Ronald Press—Price $4.00.
The 545 pages of this book are divided into 
four classifications: The Method of System De­
sign; The General Framework; Procedures, 
Records, and Reports; Special Problems of Sys­
tem Work. There are also included about 200 
illustrative charts and record forms.
Retreat From the Pentagon—Fortune—March, 
1944.
The second of a series of articles, the first 
of which was reviewed in the April issue of 
The Woman CPA. This discussion covers prob­
lems involved in and plans for reconversion 
from war to peacetime industry, including a 
table of "Statistics of Reconversion” which 
indicates "a net shrinkage from peak wartime 
product of twenty-eight billion dollars” based 
on the chart for 1940 in the first of this series. 
The problems are stated to be: Unwinding Con­
trols, Winding up Contracts, and Liquidating 
Plant. The solutions are not so easily found, 
but Fortune’s editors seem to be hopeful that 
if started soon enough and planned intelligently 
with the ultimate welfare of all the people in 
mind, the job can be done and extremes of 
inflation and consequent deflation avoided.
To Trade or Not to Trade—Fortune—May, 
1944.
Further continuing the discussion of "The 
Job Before Us” and presenting a chart of 
foreign trade in 1937 as compared with an ex­
perimental chart for 1940; also a chart show­
ing prewar distribution of U. S. Trade and In­
vestments. Are we willing to import, as well 
as export? And to risk our capital overseas? 
How about tariffs and continuation of re­
ciprocal trade agreements? Exchange rates? 
Upon our answers to these and similar ques­
tions depends our foreign trade policy and our 
economic fate. Fortune offers as a basis for 
solution of these vital problems the assumption 
by the United States of the following respon­
sibilities—The preservation of peace; the pre­
vention of boom and bust in this country; the 
reconstruction of an international money sys­
tem and international investment; and the low­
ering of U. S. tariffs.
If Inflation Comes—by Roger W. Babson. 
Publisher—Frederick A. Stokes Company — 
Price $1.35.
Not a new book—but a new edition bring­
ing it up to date. Mr. Babson, who has long 
been considered an authority on matters finan­
cial, outlines the pre-war background of our 
present inflation, defines it, explains how it 
affects industries, gives a chapter to supposed 
hedges against it, tells what happened in Europe 
under inflation, suggests what the government 
can do to curb it, and in the last chapter sug­
gests what are the only safe hedges against it— 
character, health, culture, play, knowledge, 
children, hobbies, to mention only a few.
America Unlimited—by Eric Johnston. 
Publisher—Doubleday, Doran and Company— 
Price $2.50 in cloth, $1.00 in paper.
This book merits attention because it was 
written by the president of the United States 
Chamber of Commerce. It also adds interest to 
know that the author is now on his way to 
visit the Kremlin at the invitation of Premier 
Stalin. But, most important to the reader are 
a book’s contents. The principal theme of this 
book is "A People’s Capitalism,” which is de­
fined as "the capitalism that requires a popu­
lation with savings—capital—in their pockets; 
business opportunities wide open to all who 
wish to enter with their savings, even on the 
smallest scale; honest and unimpeded compe­
tition to bring prices lower, in order to increase 
the purchasing power, the savings, and the cap­
ital of the people.” Emphasis is placed on the 
necessity for cooperation of all groups—agri­
culture, business, consumer, government, and 
labor—and their dependence upon each other. 
Labor cannot prosper for long at the expense 
of business; if business is to prosper, agricul­
ture must have a fair return for its investment 
and effort; and too much interference or pa­
ternalism by government results in destruction 
of initiative and puts a ceiling on the prog­
ress of all. Pride in our past and present ac­
complishments as a nation is stressed through­
out, and the book ends on a note of optimism 
and confidence in the future of "America Un­
limited.”
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